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presentation overview:
1. Summary of two previous projects
2. Introduction to Academic Analytics
3. Examine how library resources relate to scholarly
productivity in these disciplines/fields:
•
•
•
•
•

Health/Life Sciences
Social Sciences (incl. psychology)
Psychology
Engineering
Art History
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Results of Two Previous Studies
(included all US doctoral institutions)

Study One:
WOS, ACRL, & IPEDS Data
Coefficient (per unit)

Variables Correlated
with
Journal Article Output

Study Two:
Academic Analytics & ACRL Data
Coefficient (per unit)

.000002 ($543,478)

University Revenue

n/a

.8 (1.2)

Number of Faculty

2.3 (.43)

.00002 (61,498)

Research/Grant Expenditures

.00002 ($55,249)

31 (.03)

Professional Librarians

n/a

.0005 ($1,927)

Electronic Library Materials

.0001 ($8,850)

‐.0003 ($3,788)

Non‐Electronic Materials

‐.00005 ($21,277)

n/a

Ph.D. Awarded

n/a

*All correlations statistically significant at the .05 level or less

Example of Academic Analytics

(faculty counts view)

Academics Analytics Screenshoot. nd. Academic Analytics. 03‐Jun‐2014

Academic Analytics
Flower Graph
Depicting Program‐Level
Scholarly Productivity

Academics Analytics Screenshoot. nd. Academic Analytics. 03‐Jun‐2014

Health/Life Sciences Results
• Library variable associated most strongly with
journal articles: electronic library material
expenditures
• No statistical significance:
• print materials expenditures
• library personnel variables (various)
• Total library expenditures were statistically
related to journal articles (.195 std. coefficient) if
electronic materials were excluded from the
model.
(note: # of journal articles normalized by the number of faculty members)

Social Sciences Results
• Library variable most associated with journal articles:
electronic library materials
• No statistical significance:
• print materials expenditures
• library personnel variables

• Total library expenditures were also statistically
related to journal articles (.130 std. coefficient), but
the relationship was weaker than electronic materials.

(note: # of journal articles normalized by the number of faculty members)

Psychology Results
• Library variable most associated with journal
articles: electronic library materials
• No statistical significance:
• total library expenditures
• print material expenditures
• library personnel variables
• Total library materials expenditures were almost
statistically significant (.113 std. coefficient) but
were still weaker than electronic materials.
(note: # of journal articles normalized by the number of faculty members)

Engineering Results
• Library variable most associated with journal
articles: total library expenditures
• No statistical significance:
• electronic materials expenditures
• print material expenditures
• library personnel variables
• Total library materials expenditures were also
statistically significant, but weaker than total
expenditures (.177 std. coefficient).
(note: # of journal articles normalized by the number of faculty members)

Art History Results
• No statistical significance to journal articles:
• electronic materials expenditures
• print material expenditures
• total library expenditures
• library personnel variables
• Print material expenditures, however, where
strongly related to the NUMBER OF BOOKS
published by art history faculty members.
• Total library materials expenditures also had a
statistically significant relation to books (.221 std.
coefficient), but it was weaker.
(note: the number of books published were not normalized by the number of faculty
members, so that measure was included as an independent variable in this model.)

Conclusions

